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What is an IRA?What is an IRA?

An individual retirement account (IRA) is the An individual retirement account (IRA) is the 
blanket term for a form of retirement plan that blanket term for a form of retirement plan that 
provides tax advantages for retirement savings provides tax advantages for retirement savings 
in the United States.in the United States.



Types of IRAsTypes of IRAs
Roth IRARoth IRA -- contributions are made with aftercontributions are made with after--tax assets, all transactions within the IRA have no tax assets, all transactions within the IRA have no 
tax impact, and withdrawals are usually taxtax impact, and withdrawals are usually tax--free. Named for Senator William V. Roth, Jr.. The free. Named for Senator William V. Roth, Jr.. The 
Roth IRA was introduced as part of the Taxpayer Relief Act of 19Roth IRA was introduced as part of the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997.97.

Traditional IRATraditional IRA -- contributions are often taxcontributions are often tax--deductible (often simplified as "money is deposited deductible (often simplified as "money is deposited 
before tax" or "contributions are made with prebefore tax" or "contributions are made with pre--tax assets"), all transactions and earnings within tax assets"), all transactions and earnings within 
the IRA have no tax impact, and withdrawals at retirement are tathe IRA have no tax impact, and withdrawals at retirement are taxed as income (except for those xed as income (except for those 
portions of the withdrawal corresponding to contributions that wportions of the withdrawal corresponding to contributions that were not deducted). Depending ere not deducted). Depending 
upon the nature of the contribution, a traditional IRA may be reupon the nature of the contribution, a traditional IRA may be referred to as a "deductible IRA" ferred to as a "deductible IRA" 
or a "nonor a "non--deductible IRA.deductible IRA.““

SEP IRASEP IRA -- a provision that allows an employer (typically a small businessa provision that allows an employer (typically a small business or selfor self--employed employed 
individual) to make retirement plan contributions into a Traditiindividual) to make retirement plan contributions into a Traditional IRA established in the onal IRA established in the 
employee's name, instead of to a pension fund in the company's nemployee's name, instead of to a pension fund in the company's name.ame.

SIMPLE IRASIMPLE IRA -- a Savings Incentive Match Plan for Employees (SIMPLE) that requa Savings Incentive Match Plan for Employees (SIMPLE) that requires ires 
employer matching contributions to the plan whenever an employeeemployer matching contributions to the plan whenever an employee makes a contribution. The makes a contribution. The 
plan is similar to a 401(k) plan, but with lower contribution liplan is similar to a 401(k) plan, but with lower contribution limits and simpler (and thus less mits and simpler (and thus less 
costly) administration. Although it is termed an IRA, it is treacostly) administration. Although it is termed an IRA, it is treated separately.ted separately.

SelfSelf--Directed IRADirected IRA -- a selfa self--directed IRA that permits the account holder to make investmentsdirected IRA that permits the account holder to make investments on on 
behalf of the retirement plan.behalf of the retirement plan.



401(k)401(k) PlansPlans

A qualified plan established by employers to which A qualified plan established by employers to which 
eligible employees may make salary deferral (salary eligible employees may make salary deferral (salary 
reduction) contributions on a postreduction) contributions on a post--tax and/or pretax tax and/or pretax 
basis. basis. 
Employers offering a 401(k) plan may make matching Employers offering a 401(k) plan may make matching 
or nonor non--elective contributions to the plan on behalf of elective contributions to the plan on behalf of 
eligible employees and may also add a profiteligible employees and may also add a profit--sharing sharing 
feature to the plan. feature to the plan. 
Earnings accrue on a taxEarnings accrue on a tax--deferred basis.deferred basis.



SelfSelf--Directed IRADirected IRA

A selfA self--directed IRAdirected IRA is a selfis a self--directed IRA directed IRA 
that permits the account holder to make that permits the account holder to make 
investments on behalf of the retirement investments on behalf of the retirement 
plan.plan.

A selfA self--directed IRA can be used to directed IRA can be used to 
facilitate facilitate ““alternative investmentsalternative investments””



Examples of Alternative InvestmentsExamples of Alternative Investments

Real EstateReal Estate

NotesNotes

Private PlacementsPrivate Placements

Limited PartnershipsLimited Partnerships

Joint VenturesJoint Ventures

Precious MetalsPrecious Metals

Much MoreMuch More……



What Rules Apply to SelfWhat Rules Apply to Self--Directed Directed 
IRAs?IRAs?

The The samesame rules which apply to other types of rules which apply to other types of 
IRAsIRAs

IRC Section 4975 IRC Section 4975 –– Prohibited Transactions Prohibited Transactions 
for IRAsfor IRAs

SelfSelf--Directed IRA owners must be aware of Directed IRA owners must be aware of 
what they cannot do per Section 4975what they cannot do per Section 4975



What is a What is a ““Prohibited TransactionProhibited Transaction””??

For purposes of this section , the term For purposes of this section , the term ““prohibited transactionprohibited transaction”” means any direct or indirect means any direct or indirect 

(A) sale or exchange, or leasing, of any property between a (A) sale or exchange, or leasing, of any property between a plan and a plan and a disqualified persondisqualified person; ; 

(B) lending of money or other extension of credit between a (B) lending of money or other extension of credit between a plan and a plan and a disqualified persondisqualified person; ; 

(C) furnishing of goods, services, or facilities between a p(C) furnishing of goods, services, or facilities between a plan and a lan and a disqualified persondisqualified person; ; 

(D) transfer to, or use by or for the benefit of, a (D) transfer to, or use by or for the benefit of, a disqualified persondisqualified person of the income or assets of of the income or assets of 
a plan; a plan; 

(E) act by a (E) act by a disqualified persondisqualified person who is a fiduciary whereby he deals with the income or assets who is a fiduciary whereby he deals with the income or assets 
of a plan in his own interest or for his own account; or of a plan in his own interest or for his own account; or 

(F) receipt of any consideration for his own personal accoun(F) receipt of any consideration for his own personal account by any t by any disqualified persondisqualified person who who 
is a fiduciary from any party dealing with the plan in connectiois a fiduciary from any party dealing with the plan in connection with a transaction involving the n with a transaction involving the 
income or assets of the plan. income or assets of the plan. 



What is a What is a ““Disqualified PersonDisqualified Person””??
(2) Disqualified person. (2) Disqualified person. ��For purposes of this section , the term For purposes of this section , the term ““disqualified persondisqualified person”” means a person who ismeans a person who is——

(A) a fiduciary; (A) a fiduciary; 

(B) a person providing services to the plan; (B) a person providing services to the plan; 

(C) an employer any of whose employees are covered by the pl(C) an employer any of whose employees are covered by the plan; an; 

(D) an employee organization any of whose members are covere(D) an employee organization any of whose members are covered by the plan; d by the plan; 

(E) an owner, direct or indirect, of 50 percent or more of(E) an owner, direct or indirect, of 50 percent or more of——

(i) the combined voting power of all classes of stock entitl(i) the combined voting power of all classes of stock entitled to vote or the total value of shares of all classes of stock ed to vote or the total value of shares of all classes of stock of a corporation, of a corporation, ��(ii) the capital (ii) the capital 
interest or the profits interest of a partnership, or interest or the profits interest of a partnership, or ��(iii) the beneficial interest of a trust or unincorporated enter(iii) the beneficial interest of a trust or unincorporated enterprise, prise, �� which is an employer or an which is an employer or an 
employee organization described in subparagraph (C) or (D) employee organization described in subparagraph (C) or (D) 

(F) a member of the family (as defined in paragraph (6) ) of(F) a member of the family (as defined in paragraph (6) ) of any individual described in subparagraph (A) , (B) , (C) , or (any individual described in subparagraph (A) , (B) , (C) , or (E) E) 

(G) a corporation, partnership, or trust or estate of which (G) a corporation, partnership, or trust or estate of which (or in which) 50 percent or more of(or in which) 50 percent or more of——

(i) the combined voting power of all classes of stock entitl(i) the combined voting power of all classes of stock entitled to vote or the total value of shares of all classes of stock ed to vote or the total value of shares of all classes of stock of such corporation, of such corporation, ��(ii) the (ii) the 
capital interest or profits interest of such partnership, or capital interest or profits interest of such partnership, or ��(iii) the beneficial interest of such trust or estate, is owned (iii) the beneficial interest of such trust or estate, is owned directly or indirectly, or held by directly or indirectly, or held by 
persons described in subparagraph (A) , (B) , (C) , (D) , or persons described in subparagraph (A) , (B) , (C) , (D) , or 

(E) ; (E) ; ��(H) an officer, director (or an individual having powers or resp(H) an officer, director (or an individual having powers or responsibilities similar to those of officers or directors), a 10 peonsibilities similar to those of officers or directors), a 10 percent or more rcent or more 
shareholder, or a highly compensated employee (earning 10 percenshareholder, or a highly compensated employee (earning 10 percent or more of the yearly wages of an employer) of a person descrit or more of the yearly wages of an employer) of a person described in bed in 
subparagraph (C) , (D) , (E) , or (G) ; or subparagraph (C) , (D) , (E) , or (G) ; or 

(I) a 10 percent or more (in capital or profits) partner or (I) a 10 percent or more (in capital or profits) partner or joint joint venturerventurer of a person described in subparagraph (C) , (D) , (E) , or (G) of a person described in subparagraph (C) , (D) , (E) , or (G) 

The Secretary, after consultation and coordination with the SeThe Secretary, after consultation and coordination with the Secretary of Labor or his delegate, may by regulation prescribe a cretary of Labor or his delegate, may by regulation prescribe a percentage lower than 50 percentage lower than 50 
percent for subparagraphs (E) and (G) and lower than 10 percent percent for subparagraphs (E) and (G) and lower than 10 percent for subparagraphs (H) and (I) for subparagraphs (H) and (I) 



Some Examples of Prohibited Some Examples of Prohibited 
TransactionsTransactions

Using the property for your vacationUsing the property for your vacation

Letting your child live in the property, paying Letting your child live in the property, paying 
rent or rentrent or rent--freefree

Hiring your sonHiring your son--inin--law to rehab the propertylaw to rehab the property

Selling property that you own to your IRASelling property that you own to your IRA

Using your own money for expenses or loan Using your own money for expenses or loan 
paymentspayments



““Member of the FamilyMember of the Family””

The family of any individual shall include his The family of any individual shall include his 
spouse, ancestor, lineal descendant, and any spouse, ancestor, lineal descendant, and any 
spouse of a lineal descendantspouse of a lineal descendant



Penalties for Violations of Section 4975Penalties for Violations of Section 4975

If you have a prohibited transaction, you If you have a prohibited transaction, you 
jeopardize the tax free status of the entire IRA. jeopardize the tax free status of the entire IRA. 

The whole IRA might become taxable based on The whole IRA might become taxable based on 
the total account value as of the start of the year the total account value as of the start of the year 
in which the transaction occurs. in which the transaction occurs. 

The IRS might also apply a 10% early The IRS might also apply a 10% early 
withdrawal penalty. withdrawal penalty. 



““Checkbook ControlCheckbook Control”” Via an LLCVia an LLC

SelfSelf--directed IRA funds can be invested into a directed IRA funds can be invested into a 
newlynewly--created LLC which then acquires real created LLC which then acquires real 
estateestate

Owner has Owner has ““checkbook controlcheckbook control”” over the funds over the funds 
by virtue of the LLC bank accountby virtue of the LLC bank account

Caution must be exercised to avoid prohibited Caution must be exercised to avoid prohibited 
transactions transactions –– Swanson v. CommissionerSwanson v. Commissioner
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